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I!~TR om; CT:::: CT 
Por-t.Le.nd cement rs v e know it, 'l8.S diccovered C':;.r·in~ 
the "1i·~1eteenth c ent.uz ... y, thou.._.t cement its 8_f 'rs known ... :'or 
uncounted centuries bsfora this. ·.11th tte a dvanc e cf the 
l~.:'china ...... e, t hs :;:-ir·oauctio·-: cf this sutsta:1ce, one of t.hc 
most basic o+' a:::...l buildin: materials, has i:1crea::::er~ t.:."'emen- 
dously· I·-, OU·- r-a '· -"l o d -o-o - ~ 1· -r- sr-a th.::_, :--. ,.,._, -_ .t.c rl· :--.1 ' a s !'"',,..,,, .nd • !; .. c ' P-'-'- y o .. v:.:.i'1v ·-c;, ci· , u_:::: .-~- ~ _. :::: :..;~!! 
ma ny new arid vc;riec1 uses-- in ir:dustrial 2.·.1d do estic 
cons true ti on, in the nar-v al ous e:n~ineer in"' pr-o j ects ne ·~nou 
la.yin'- of durable concrete :'l oors and siC.8val':s. ::ut even :_n tc:.s 
ae:e of our s , notec. 9speciell3r for its sci sn:,i:'ic pro __ r-eas , 
no wa: has yet be sn r ound to prevent, ef:'ecti vely, the 
weatherin:::, apa LLt ng and other types of o or-r-os i on :'rom e en- 
tually ruininc the concrete structure. 
Our work of the )3-St year has b(;;;en one of r:any a-::-'-em"Jts 
which both have been and 1;.rill be made to correct th!s un- 
fortunate situation. Throu~r ,:,he incor ...... orei.tion of vario~s 
or anic ,,..olyrneric substances into severrl l:i"'C.:.0 of concrets 
mixes, we have attemptec. to _,.,rocuce a mixture ', hich o:'f(..re · 
more than the usu".'\1 rec:'.."'t' nee to corrosion by .::--ter e.nd. 2.c:!.c. 
In ed;ition, we have otad the ef'fect of the vc:r~ous a-: itives 
Ori the p ysical _0roperties of a nor·mal mixture of ceme·"t, 
sand and water. In 6.oins thit, '.re sou ht a worth·1hile pro:-- 
9rty cha.n~e tow rd sim 1}ation of a 'TIOrtar cenent .. ix, es 
exemplified b,/ the Blue Pond Y)rocuct of the ~-orth A er:!.can 
4 
Cement Corporation. 
This t.nec t s will shew the history of th:.s tv P~ o: w ork, 
our experimental procedures arid ap:;:iaratus, and an evaluation 
of the results obtained durin:::_ the year. 
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ABSTRACT 
The historical beckcround for the project is discussed 
Rs a n Lrrtr-oduc t.Lon , A description of the pr-apar-a ti 0:1 for and 
tbe :::ila:,r.J.nc of the work is fol 2. o· r-:c cy a discu:: r ion of t ec h- 
niques; reasons for the chances in method of acio testin~ 
are outlined and the modified procedure discussed. Variations 
in acid tests are described. A new type of exp er-Lment., uti- 
lizin· a "cc-it muoue flow·1• a ppar-at ue is d.iscus::..ed. A Cie- 
scription of our a t.t.empt-s to convert the incorporated r es tn- 
ous material to its final sta.ge of ?ol:rnerization is iven. 
The field of organic ~olymers is discussed usin the lit~ra- 
t11"""0 
l.AJ. '-'' 
and the procedures follmved in s ecur-Lng and testin 
these materials 'bo t.h qualitatively a:16. quantitatively are 
described. The ex-perimentel results are ta.1:>ule.ted and eva L- 
uated, and the year's 1·10rk su.Inma.rized. 
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HISTCRICAL All[D GENERAL rrTR0DUCTICl: 
The literature of chemistry since the start o:· tbis 
century, as s h own in :qe.noramic form y Ch6l~ical .. bstracts, 
is filled w.l t.b accounts of attempts to improve the acid and 
Wflter corrosion resistance of c oncr-e t.e t.hr ougb the use o:".' 
additives. The limitation of space end V..,e question o:' its 
value to this thesis urohibi t a more c o-ror et.e treatment of ~ 
the encr-mous amount of literature to be :'ou:.'16. on this e ub j ec t., 
but we cite as typical exam:ples amon: very many others, the 
, or-k of Haddan (1) in Encland in 1909, of Splittg"'rcer (2) 
in Germany in 1920, of Frank and Dietz (3) in the United 
St~tes in 1931, of Sorkina (4) in ~ussia in 1939, of :rick (5J 
in the United States in 1951, and of Suzuki (6) in Ja-pan in 
1953. 
All of these men develo:;Jed what they thou0ht to be 
a wat er-or oof or acid resistins concrete 1:.Jy the addition of 
either inorganic c.t' or-garu c materials to Portland c emerrt , 
sand and water mixes.It is indeec rather surprisin~ th2t 
one finds, in the literature of :Portla::1d c emerrt e.d"'itives to 
date, very little .reference to the newest and mos t r-a idl·· 
growin~ field of or anic cha istry-- that of resins era 
Plastics. Je believe that this field of s tudy of:'ers the 
most promise for a. solution to the corrosion nro 6,,, arid 
thereforE. cle:::.erves a good d al more Lwesti..__ation t non ?r~ 
thus rar- bean carried out. 
Tr e ~rnr~r that was d-Jne at Cs t.e 1~· L 1 several y:ars c:i ~o 
I 
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d.e"'Ar~r:-.s ti r , f ~ ~ .s» - - rren on :::ere. Re erence . .,.,, Ol. course, to t hs lar::.,e 
l1l1'U°her o:P Charts listin.__, r-e a u'L +_e< Of .._9"'t8 ma de at Q,ot,31-il_ O_. 
c O"'crete cnntainin::, various 
resins. T'ni·~ wor-k T1" rio1D, ,. t th · ... t t· _ _ .,. ... "' occora.1n0 o e c .'"'~ "", :: s.r in 
a nd '-'0. r-c-"1l0"'re a nd ten!=!ilA P.-'.-_ '.._h0 ro "'"1"(' t.es t - -- - v - ~l --- - - - ~ L. ,_ • - '-·" ~ '-' c;; ., .... 
formed 0 .. 1 t.hes e s)ec:i.nE-re., : owev er", arid this work diffe-rE 
fror:: t 
The r-esear-c h work done by Ero·:1:1 '"') •• 1_::;-5'.) r:d Dunbar (2) 
t Union Col ese, shed so~s li~~t on cert~~n 
Phases of our 
oeveral of the o ons td tuents c: e om e o:' the resins we '.2ve 
ueed e hcm-c., by means cf hydrati n tests, the r·-sL::'.."':-::.·'1c, c han es 
in volume to be ex oec t.ed .rith the settinc of cement. The 
cha .,__es, as c ompar ed to a standard m tx, Tr~rs c aus ed , of c our-s e - - <» 
by the additicL 0f :'O.i."-:::i0n :naterials of var-Loue ty~ ~:: t.o 
cement and water. This work ',rs.-: co:r:tinued av: projected to 
a lar.:_e dt.<..-ree, by Dunbar. As an introC:.11 t_:::.n tothis type 
of test, several of th ss hydrati n tests ··1ere carried ou7' 
this year, but on a muc b more limited basis t ha:-: 1es us eC: by 
either Br o·vr::1 or Dunl)&r. In 1955, Dunbar worked 1'1i th other 
adr-i ti ves also, in actually pouring concrete blocks co·1taL1- 
in.:._ these additives, and asc ertsJ nin0 quanti ta ti vely the 
corrosive ef'fect of ce::-·tain acids on slabs cut fro:-- :.hese 
blocks. The effect of these added. xster .... ls on t~1e c o:n::res E'i ve 
strength of the concrete war:r determined at the com::_:,e._1y1s 
Ce. ts kill plant. 
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This year- we m cd.t t'Led greatly in s ever-a L ;:·ss:::icct:.::, s on,e 
Of the tests a nd -ir-oc edur-es D - _-' - _ u:i.1 nar had beer: usin.::.,. First of 
all, vre increased the scops of the wor~1:: i:1. or-d er- to cover as 
many different resin kinds as ve f ound aY2ilatle to us. 
in e.c"'..dition to se2ldr:_::; an a£ent for im':lrov-ine:: wa t.cr arid ac Ld 
corrosion resistance, ·.re w6re continually on the ~·ratch Ln 
the mixtures ~1i th which we wor-ked , for t he ap_~earar:ce of d&- 
sirable ':)roperties as evider;.ced in the :'.::lue :2or:d :::crter cement 
of tbs c ompany , Finally, riuc h of the sx_'.)erwe;.1t9.l :.-1rocedure 
Used IDn previous years wa s imprOV3d to the »o Irrt where it 
sirnule.ted ac t.ua I co;.1.ditions rather th211 created arti:'.'.'icial 
condi t Lons never encountered in the 9ractical use of cement. 
A necessary preliminary to actual laborator3 work was 
a dete.iled s t.udy-o- first of cement and its properties; e:1d t hen 
of the var-a ous resin tyr_,es, uses and )ropertiec, a::d forms 
available. For this study, the follOllin.::: authors were of 
much help and ·;1ill be referred to asain later: 3oc.;,ue (9), ::a son 
and I~annin[.. (10), SLnonds (11), and Richardson and ~filson (12). 
Much of the infor.::nation we have used in 'JUI' ""OrK has come 
from the I~odern p-:_.., s tics 3ncyc102edia IP sue (13) of 3eytembsr, 
1954. Of special interest ,.,..., s the Pla2tics Proper ti es Che rt 
found in that issue. Cbe'l.ical A"',.,stracts and :1ublic2.tions s c 1 
as .Qh8Lic<'11- and s1 ~:)0 r-Lnr I:e''S and Inc.'1strial enc r;::n- i:ne~rir: 
> :,,, 
Cberristr;y all •r .r-o uoed to a ::>rc..e ext.errt to l:eE) up·with t.he 
Present . ublished work J..lon~ these Lnce , 
What ue pres"-'nt here is, by no means, ~ c orr pl e t e "?ic7.ure, 
for the field of or~anic ~1ymers is almost limitlvss, anQ the 
9 
var·i3tions within each t.y pe are staggerins to :':.me:;i::e. Cur •rorl: 
this year·, however, has been at least a gooc beginnin2 to 
a :9.r·oject wh I c h is w or-t hy o r several ye2rs s t.udv , 
APPA:-, ~ TU3 A. D mcc::::::m~..:: 
_;g,rly in the summer :Jf 1955, one full d · and. par t s er 
sever·al others ·.rere s.perrt et the C:=.ts1:ill -:;ila::r'.: of ".:.he tTor":-C- 
America·1 Cement Cor)oratior:. This tire 1rss ta';.:e.,., up CJ a 
tour of the plant and ir:2.tructio:1 L1. the 'ba s Lc lator~tory ~·ro- 
cedure:J folJ.oHec in quality control, s om e of' hie~ rsr-s to 
be usea" i'n_ Ol'J.~ ~o~l~ ~ t' 11 ~ ·"' ., v» c.· __ "' u ns co e~ s. ~ L,. this t~~e alsc, the 
'lap to consist o·"' the 1-.,.,,,1,.1,..,- cf b1 oc ke ....., ..1.. VL ,,lj'"4.~ --!,,_. -. - ....., ,.. 
cement pluc adcS.itives, e ;.d. the :,esti:nl of ttes:. tloc':s :er 
com-~os Lve stren t at Catsldll and for watcl" ~L~"' a c i d r2:i:::-ta.~_c.s 
at Schenectady. Acid tests c;..lso ~r:;re to be : ac e on 2~--_ 2.,....,s o:' 
t'1e CO~p"',;_·r's A-1+1·-.,..act~r-i~l r.<:>1. erit (AF ) "\'"'0 :_u~ s:r:oo.:~ .:-.i.::· -"' ... "1. ·~ ..w . _,.......... ....; -#-~ - u - 
Z~tr2inin,_ Ceirs:::t (:::.3A:'.:) •. A s~"~cial I:'ixturt> o: :.l:ie :enc 
mortor cement w"" s iven to us. This s?ecial ixtcre 
SUi-'- " 1 e I' e '.:" 1 ~ st i c i z er t o a : · 
e,., II •. .., -- our 
wor· :::. 
fl o·; · 11 e ( ·•h .... t c~.ra~ 
... ch nee"' f.J.:/ ... .'r·o •. c~ t..., ~.:.11. 
...,. .., ' ·r "' .._ OU ht .t4 '"""'- • -'-I - 
\ . 
It h~c bee ~ t !,.. t a 
11 . OJ.,.... s u ... ec.. l' - 
FI:.'tJRE -r .J... 
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every ti::1e -;:,~- c::' 
Portl~nd csment, 177~ _,,,, _.;· :r2.r:2 
jrsct to c han: e •rith e,.ach ~J- t.ch o:' ce':ient "~~, ,_. 
J..' L...:s ~C:.2ition of various ocJ.:ii,.:..iv"' sol"<-''ti:J:..1r. ':'1"t- flow· t:.:.ls, 
u~:=o of wh i'ch · - ·"!-. ;:i t . 1 " ,,., - - ' is c..eecr1ve1. .,.,,3:..~e _c: c .... .i.,
o+> -"'l ..L .1. O':l, and put our c oncr-e t e ".:.loc'~ 1:ia~ir..c OL c. ccn'.:)a.rat.:.ve 
' l'a"' • - ~is with th~t uccc~ L..J.,V. C> - l in Lndue try. 
The Pcur Lng cf Goncrste :1oc1:s 'li.1d. :::uces 
Dur Ln t h e ,.,,,... .,.1 y -.._) ....,.. ...,,,.~ ..... -
llsed for mal?:in::_. c oncr-et e -;.:1oc~:s »: s 2s fol::.om:: ifte~· 'Jei~~:inc 
?5" ,,,~111·,~tc..Y>C" - ·J .. .u..L--"- ..L- -- ._i of ~~12 ter l375 [::rams of Ot te,·n::. e...r·a&ed sand, 
Of wa t.or- Pll - 18 adc.i, ti V8 in S o Lut.Lon 
1.ivl''~ placeG. Ln t.h e cry, 
Po.rcel'lin cl'ld nixing bowl. The cement ".ffC a.deed to 7.he _i:r.iic, 
end ni:xec:. r or- 30 s ec onds , the hc~na.s ,:ieL1,_. ').r·ot~c:.ee. by a 
.rub1 er Llove. Then, a.p~'roxif'"la.tely or ... e ha Lf o: the testin~ sane. 
a de Pc" -:.nd .,.,i· x'"'·."d .co.Lor 7"' ~c onds Fi· ""!:l 11 'r ~· n' ~- '"em!'.\·,~;:. .o·,. of' - - '"'.' ' 1 G - :) \..1 st;: • ~ ....,.,J. _.; ' v v - .. ~ .-.;. '-"' ~- - 
the a .._ .., 1, · c.-:.n W"S ·>C.C:cd, and riixin,:: W8S cerr-·iod Oi.lL. :or 2 r.11utes, 
1:,. . .,· v::i. .orou::i a".'C. continuous -1eadin: e·'"'d squeezin • '.::his :::ix 
1-ras then .Jot.r 1,:;;C:. into one of tt1e '211x211:x1211 [.'.):'' er:i sec 
molds i"1 
the t../.J.r~ ::r old, tam.:ied in i11 the stcindarc x::i:::mer 
usir::, a ruCC:;r 
to set. Blocks con't,ai.,..i.:.n ..... ~:e1mac 480 (ms1amia0 :'crr:e.ld.ehyC:..E- 
13 
ft•om O.Ol1oS to l .O'J"C"! ......,.~- ·'~1· h t cf ,,_~ ~ .... - . .... .. 1' u., 'c .._,. l - v'.l;::; c eme!"l L • re:::·e ,,. aae :_:;,: vr.:.s 
.. ~it3 :I • Alp; s o , with ;iro".:)ortio'J.at3ly :ess a::-ounts o:' .ratsrials 
and ·ri th small Ar . - . - LlUJ.Vidual colds, but usin: the same method, 
,:re r:'J.C.c, 1'' 111· 6" x x 0loclrn, some containin.__ only Portl~na. ce'L.ent 
With "' ' no additives, some containine_: 0.2% Sodium :r:.:3thyl Silicc.1'.lte 
(u~e of '.rhiclJ. 1:'1 our work w!:>s discont:.riued), c.::1d one co'1taini·,,..,~ 
0•01% !!elmac 480 • .AL!. of these blocks were sent 011 to Cats~:ill to 
be testeC. for their strengtt. The results of these streDgth 
tes·c a ln.:;; t Q ~ t 1 -. ..L ...... 1 .+ • .._ , ' ;:.,= ner with others, ·rill .Je presen:..ea. .... 21..er i'llur1 
aonroD .~ -- _ria.te c cn+ en t in the section s1:titled Expsri::ental Results. 
The alove -r-oo edur e was ~ised. bs:'ore ue res:e :.ntroC::uceC. 
to the -"' ... low table. Of course, the 1:roc:;dure was r.10G.:C.:'ied t o 
confor t m o .ASTJ: standards once we ha d a flow table at our d:.s ... 
~osal -· ,.. a.n oche·,1ectady. The modified ~Jroceciure ·was as :or ows ; 
After· weit:h~n.=.. out the cement (500 __:ra:" .. s) ancl sane. (1375 ....,ra::-s), 
a Volurne of liquid (·.;ater or additive solution) ~ras ple.ced. ::.n 
the mixin.:_, bowl. The exe ct volume to be used O.epe:'lc.ed u::;on 
flow test '•''r1-lch ''·T~'S to lt' . m• t '· .l. • ~ be :iven the resu 1.1u mix. 1ne cerr:en 
'·rere c..dded in e:ra.ctly the same way as described pre ... 
V-iously. T e'~ .. ' 
t' ne fl ow rr old ( truncs. ted cone 9ic tured 
la.yer of mortar a.bout 111 thick w~ s placec ir1 
in F . , ) ..,. d t,, ~ 1 • .l. ~n .~xpea 
20 ti -mes with the rub'Jer tamper. The r: old W3.S then :'illed with 
mortar a.1a tamped a~ain. Tho mortar was then 
cut off to ..., '-' 
Plo.ne surfe.ce flush with the top of the mold y 
dra,·1i1:t the 
stra1 ht edr~e .... t f tl-- 1· "th b of Olli" trowel across u:1e op o .~e :io c. w1 a 
saw1n.- c motion. The mold ·p 8 liftec away from th"" mor-tc.r l T.:_lYL.lte 
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a.fter mixinc: had been c ompl et.ed . Immediately, the ta le -,.;as 
dr opped 25 times in 15 second.s; that is, the table top was 
lifted up and let down by means of turn.in::.. the nano.l.e on the 
ma.chino ...,, so that the t.r-unca t.ec cone of :T..DrV=ir ~-ra.s flattened 
out· The flow· was t he resul tin~ increase in av ra::_:e di2:r:eter 
of the mortar masc over :.ts ori.:::in.2.l 411, ex·~r·essed. in terms 
of percentaz_,e of the orisine.l diai":1etsr-. A flou of 10Y1, for exa":p:e, 
represented a final d.iai;ieter of g". Thi3 diameter increase we 2 
mea8,,~e" p ....... ·a usint, the calinEsrs ar d aca l e ehovrn in Ficure 1. A f'Low 
of from 10(% to 115% was acceptable, though the closer to 10~,. 
tbe better the mix. If the fl ow of the mix fell bet·.;een tile 
prescribed limits, it 'fas usable; a r d, after re;nixing the part 
of the mortar used in maldng the fl ow test '-Ti th the remaind.ar of 
the mix, blocks were immecHa tely poured. If the flow fell out- 
side oft he limits, th.e rnort2.r vra a disc'lrded e.~:d a new vor ume 
Of 1· · Lqu Ld tr·ied with a fresh mix. Using this method, we pcur ed 
2" JC? tk,,ri If bl 
·- :..i.e. ocks 
-v 
from 1% to 10% 
containins 9.ercrentages. of J>Cel:!!lac 480 varying 
ui th an amount of Sodiurr Hydroxid.e fot·nd nee- 
ess ary to keep the velmac in aqueous solutio~ in each case; 
Other blocks. were , our ed 0 ontainin; the same e.mount2 of Sodiurr.. 
Hyclroxide, but without the 1.:e1rnac 480; others conteinir:: :'ron 
1~ to 5111 1 ;v of' Dimethyl ol Urea, a urea for:naldehyds resi:l; s t I LL 
other~ wer e r.cur ed us i ng A,1ti-Bacterial Cement alo:J.e and in 
combin tion with Portland cement • .All of these bloc:rn, li~~e the 
otbere ma.de usin::_ the old method, v·ere testec for strength at Cat- 
Ckill, and the results will l:e presentGd under "Zx)er·imentc.l 
Resu1 ts later• 
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Concrete Cubes arid Our Nwnberin0 Systs:::: 
4'or · ~ ... ac i o o or-r-os i cn tests (see later section), Dunbar· (8) 
hedu n 11 se._, 2 x211xl11 slabs cut rr cn 2°x2tt:r:l211 blocks at Cetsldll 
on tb .e mn e onr-v ., d ::1 d t.h t th . ·.., · J saw. ~ e ec Ld e ua" _,e sa;·:1n: i,:ht introduce 
an artifici"'l strain on the co:1crste surface and ··1ould con- 
seaur.i·-,t1 . • '""1" -Y 31 v e er-r oneous results. TheY·efore, w e used Ln our 
acid t e c:=:.ts, only 211::;::2"x2" cubes which hB.d bee:: ".;)OUJ. ... ed a.s s· •. ic h 
ei th Ar · ' ' ~ in Bch eriec t.a dy or at ca.tsl:::ill. At C"t ~:ill, :-::etal rr.olds 
Were avn. 1... ~1 8. ...ilA for """G~rin<.'.: theBe cubes, but s:'...'1ce Tve had none 
of these molds a+ th.A 11 v .-~ co_ e::_'.e, 
d 
rrasonite c~ either snd of s2ch 
i ndi vi dual, · .L • mold (photo'-,r"'·.,t, Fi~11!'e 2). This e112tlec.. "...:" o ~·~.t.:e 
a maximum of 18 211x2''x?11 cubes at o:1e time. T'.'"~e _:r"'csC.l1re fellowed 
in pou.ri:::- - of the cubes ':hich 'H3 ;:nade .:.-~ Sc~e::i.ectaC.y :.s 
th<:> "' . '- vamo ',.., 1' .pl• ed . . v"" 1 or. -·e"' "cl ::)"' C'. ml,. method used. in ma~i._ -,·,; - .l~ J. - ""·""• ~··""' 
cubes wer-e made a t Schenectad:t 
t 
•1 .:.~' co .t" · ned portlancl cement 
s tandarC. f o... c .J .-::..- ·:...a •• ), 
·JaOH alone which had been ussG 
th.:i t to c~ tskill for stren~ tb tests. A 
cf 
the !' suits of aci-.;. t ..... ctu 0:1 these cubes is :ouncl ii.1 the 
sect· 
J. J • of ~x':leJ."" i,.., t 1 "" 1,.."' ... .. n a ~·esu t.J-.
In orc11;.;,.,· ..,:) rev...;nt ... ny co!.fusion of 2.d.6"1.tity o: t'..., 
FIGL'RZ 2. 16 
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various cubes du..rinc, the testint, Ln Schenectady, e ome sort of 
system as he devised it, however, was limited as to the quantity 
o:( cubes to which it -c ou'l d be a:p~•lied.. A 'T'GC.ification wa s 
therefore made, and the rl.i'Tiberin.::::, system we used dur Ln.; t he 
past year could have been a ppLt ed to a ..;raximrnn number- of 
50, 000 cubes •. 
Reference to FiLure 3 '.vill help to clarify the followint, 
explanation of our numberinc system. 
The 11top11 of the cube is e.luays the surface orr_.,osite 
' 
the t.r-oweL'l ed aur-f'a c e ('the "tiot.t.om'") •. It is divided into 6 
lettered sections or areas, as indicated in Fi...,,ure 3a. Every 
cube will have one hole drilled in the 11011 pos t t.Lon of the top 
indicatins, since this is the only surface on which there is 211 "c" 
"QOsition,_ that it is thentop". The letters 11A11,"B'',11c1',"D", anc ".:;11 
we have used to represent the days of the week, ::onday t.nr-our-n Fri· a l.; .F; y' 
Saturday havins no l.etter designe.tion. The pur-pcs e for this 
w2,s to make it easier to tell at a [lance, the cube 1 s c omposi ti 011 ' 
'since the letter·, in es renc e , represented t he date of pouring, 
and our card file on trese cubes sumnar Lz ed briefly the 
pour in,: dE te and o ont.ent.e , Side 1 is t he side of the cube which 
i ". . t t the 
11A11 11011 11E11 ar-ea s Of t.he t op, s a1rectly aajacen o . ~ - - y and 
like the four reme.inlnE faces, will be divided into 5 areas, 
numbered as shown in -Fisure 3b. Using combinations of these 
5 numbers, any number from 1 to 9 may be represented by the 
holes drilled in the cube face. Side 2 is that side adjacent 
to side 1 in a counter-clockwise direction; side 3 is directly 
flGUR£__ 3 
CUBE NUMBERING SYSTEM 
lAl {B) L.1 
- i' 
D c 0 
E 
0 
-A 0 B +SlDE t 
3 7 
(C) 
TOP (D) 
I 
'o I 
'o 
/ 
/ 
/ 
7 3 SIDE 2 _____ _, 
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opposite si· de l and s 1· a". e 4 •• ~ is directly opposite side 2 "S 
shown 11  Fi'rt""'e "';c. Th ttb t t 11 ,,_ 11 d f ) c .....,_ ~ · e o 1.1 om , 0r O''l e e s ur ace w2. s 
usue.lly not. used since it 1·1e.s the acid :: .. c t.Lcn :.r:i ttis surface 
in which we were primaril:· iYlterested. However, if ·riecesco...:."'y, 
V-·e, " oottom could bs used to deei,:::)nte series. Figure 3d s hovs 
the cor· t rec ~erspective for rs2din~ the bottom face. All boles 
were ~ · i 1 u cr i led carefully about ·· de~.p using, a power drill press 
equiD:'Jec'.. with a drill desicned for borinE, into concr:.te .. 
Acid Tests 
Dunbar (8) immersed. slabs of concrete, l1'x211x2u, cut 
from larue 211x211x12"1 blocks, in solutions of Hydrochloric, 
Ac · ~ "' et Le and Lactic acids of concentrations 0.5'.1, l.8f'1, 2.~, 
and 5 rvef 7 ,.:; .v;;, for 1 cry, then 2 days more, then cays mor e , then 
10 ~ cays more, rr;c.kin~ a total of 20 Q.ays i:n:mereion. These slebs 
'9re dried out a t 105 de'-'.ress Centi rade in en oven before. the 
f 
' urnt -.r61. 
0'n1· 1:.0~•  ~.fter P."'Ch ex- ::.; ore ever/ suoseq, c . - .t:l. _...,. _ 
oo2ure t · t' 1 ,_,..., c wa ~. h::..c. in water, scrul-,i--od - ·o acic. t hen, r1e s B.·~ ,,~,_, • - ..., .... '"' 
.t:>j - 1- u,...i.. to r"emove 1oose particles, c.ried in 
.L • o er .. r .... ~J Hith a - C OC Ol? 
t . ne ovisn ~· 1r"" ·reiuhed·, ard V1e solution o:' &cia -ms ci-i~n~ed 
a~·,·the s::1d ... 1 a.ay, 3 days, and 10 days. 
Sever:::.l dica.dvanta...,es H6re i11herent ii1 t:1is '"'roce6ure. 
l~r mentioned previously, the cutti'1~ o ... ~ 111x211x211 slabs from 
lar er bloclc:; miuht introduce artificial strain on ·~he sur- 
face; '.ie thervfore use~· 2"x211:x:2" cubes cured ,., s such, .:'or E 1: 
' 
Of our acid tests. An irn~ orta'1t eci - usisd very fi"eQuently in the 
').-., .... n::une, 1ms --.0t 
c ea 1·n,, 01"" te flOOv'C •JhOC1'JhOl1iC 2ci ~ c oner e ... "", • · ... 
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one of t r.cs c us ec :;reviouslJ. '.le there:o.re s.d.C:.ed thi2 "Cid to 
the 1 · .... lS v t.hus ··-'a1~1· -1r ' ..... v w r L-~ f our- acic.s usa bl s i'or 
these "'·ci( tests. 
Of ti'T'e for i ~:.'lers ion W" 2 cut do•,r1: to 
assuued t.ha.t this wouli i VG "-"" 
did t.hc t•·re':t-; (- .. ::-.~,~ dur'a t L: - .. '-:. ""l'~e ·~·~r·cti• f"I!> cf dr-v i.n .f,.L~ 'lo 
1· 
- - .., ~ - . cc • ·-· · .Lt.: •ro. ~-"" .... ~-:..·;; .. ~~ 0n•::: ... C[S 
out et :1 eva t ~,:i te -ier-a r.ur e w,,,.s ver~' a.:·t::. fie:!.~ l, :u6 c.iC.. :" ot 
atr.,1 · 1 ~-- Slrn''l::>te e.ctue.l co:r..dit::.cns. A ...... so it Trs T311 
.J... ! , c ne n sa ti ~ o:f' the blocks te±'ore ·;9:'..,:):i:1.=_ left t'."~ern G.r·:r · si'or·e 
-;ou2.C: ~?\.8 
' . oc1n · ._. (~ ,.._~ ... _... 1 ""1 
c 01 +,.. ·i --. ·i ,., ........ c ... _._ ..... _~ ... _ 
er 
.;;..cics c or· rec ~ -r ... 
'ore c ut.c: l" tr_.;' 
.,I.,. \..-.l.. .... v .._.... 
r 01- t · -U ion H::: 8 
l~ ~ ~ _, .3.y cure.ti on ::f t-:.sts. 
~- c11n- ..,.,,.r o.P t''<: ~oQ.1 fied test .,rccedtu"e uset, 
.~ ~I,,,, .... J l.. ..... - ..L. 
150 1111.:11t0rc of rcic.l sol''tion, c01:ce tretio-: 0.5;S, 1.0;-:, 
2,. l.,.;rif .,.. i:::: ,.-.A 
'J v.J. - • J;'v' of roe. 
Of .... 
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tb"..t any c or-r ... oe i on 110'1lC:. tc, ;:e _-.}ece on ell PiX 
i'1.tere2ted i·-: the 2ctio:: on the t.:.10-.;e_, 2-~d ~,,~+' -~ ,;,,.~u. ~ace. 
day, the .... 
.:- ore· 
' , - ' [: -·' - , ",IlC 12 day :..r:.tervals. At the enc cf I day, 5 days, arid 
l5 C'Jys, tbe cubs ires scrul::bed aric, !'in2.::::d a f t er ':)eL"::., \;2ched 
ir --.! ru · .. 1in 1,1!'.:l i- or ..._ C ..JV,;... ' cried with a towel a~7 in air for 15 
the cube was then 
,.,sea use of the lirri ted 2;r1ount of ti~r e rens.L1.irJ[ and the l'1r0e 
number o f c.a11•;les to t,e tested, to elirdnate the 0.5% and 1.0% 
concentrations fror:i the tssts. This had very little ef::'ect on ar 
2.IJ% end 5.0;t co:1ce'1tratio;::s alon:;;. 2_2.ve suffici2::.t date. 
All four- acic.s, '-: O'·rever, -- Hydrochloric, for c O''T' :aris on. 
"c .L "'i. 8L.iC ' Lactic, 
Y·sar·. 
Continuous Flow Acid Tests 
we callsC: our oorit.1.nnous FJ.o··r .Acid T9st. In adoitio:";. to runuf nj, 
the norm"'l s c Ld tes.ts on cubes of varyin0 composition, wh re 
A new t-;;roe of experiment tha.t ~'ie devised curi "~ the :rear 
r.;e wished t 
0 
determi:"G urder e.ctue.l conditions, wha t wou'Ld 
han·,-en if f'Cic, ~-nis rcc.identa.llY r:)illed on a concrete floor 
r.ia.d~ with cerr.ent contaiai·"';,,... ther:-~ ve.rioue additives, or was 
22 
usea_ in cl . ecr:1n6 the rt cor , and 3..Cci6.ent<?ll-- 'I2S 1ot co -_'l:::etely 
removeC:L or ':rashe6. aw""y, 1.re .-.1so u2nted to aac er-t.a t n ·,bet -·01J.ld 
ban 81  · .s» , -r - 1J. t: s t.eacy stream of' ecid, al!110St ur,v1r~-i:"~::: ~~ o onc eri- 
tr·a t-' - · r on, flowed on or over a co·1crete floor, or was ch -~::..cled 
throu::_.h some sort of concrete coVJ.tainer. In order to do +h-~" Vi. ,,_..._. ' 
we set up s uec La L a:;:::;::ara+us (Fi:::_ure 4). :.:ounting t ae 211x2tt:z211 
cube Ln p 
1 
· _,_ !,, • - 1 t · " - - e.rce __:laec· fu:1nel w10~1 ~c10. so ....u .ion co'TI_~letely 
coveri11 ~.__, it, ue mai·:tairied the acid level b~ 8. c o-is t.arrt level 
ov3rflov1. ·.rith fresh acid solutio·-:. cro:;:.pi:.~ eteadil:· 
8 c~n- 
etant rate rror- a 1arz,e sup.ly Lnt o the l:!.-: ... uid above t he sur f'e.c e 
of the cube, ,?arti'.3.lly spent solution flo"ed out by weans of 
the overflow, after havin0 92.seed dow:1. over the ent.Lr c surface 
of the blocl: and irto the 1ower end of the funr:el. Tvro dif:'erent 
!:l c. ~ c:, a cs ':12r·e us ed , both 0.5% c0::centratio:', and the results 
ar·e noted later under "'"'xperi:nei ... tal S.esul ts. 
11 set11 with hec, t adcli tior, we decided to see ~1ha. t effect hi:_h 
t~rnperoture her.tin.= wot:l:l h!01VE:- 0~1 concrete blocks, and i:' no 
noticeable or ineaE·ur2.cle harm we"' "'J arent o..t moderate ts1"'1_:-eratu.res ' 
to atter.irt the f}eat co'1version of the r2sin in cubes co:J.- 
ta.ini - 
6 
:i::elmac 480, the w el amine forr.ialdehyde resin men.- 
tionec previously, and the·1 to tost tbeee "convsrted'' cubes 
Sirce re '·J .:>re interested ir: resi:1.S, most of ·v-hich ·rould 
"' 
for acid corrosion resictnJ"ce~ Tbe resin in its converted form, 
alo;1e, was supposedly hi__,blY acid. resisting, accordin._, to .... he 
FIGURE 4 
'.?3 
_CONTINUOUS FLOW APPARATUS 
"""'!_...,.._..I _.,.._. 
t: I 
\ 
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coml)a1:y specifica t i or.c . It was therefor a felt that if the r es Ln 
CO'J.ld b ' e converted i~ the concrete block, it could i~~rove 
uite well the resista~,..,ce to corrosion of the c oncr-e t.e 0y 
ac · ~ iQs • Subsequently, 11e ascerte L>.ed that hea th\: of the conerete 
up to the temperatures which wer-e necessar/ for the conversion 
of neat resins (less than 200 deve3S Centif,rade) •,mule not 
harm the concrete if the j os t water was replacec"i. by ellowLJ.,: the 
cube to r-ema i.n in water ove"."·:-:i,:h+. '.ls therefore car-r-Lec out 
corrosion tests ui th the cubes cor:tai~1in,::,: Hel:cac 480 which 
hP d bee:r heated Ln en ove:: at 200 dee:rees Ce:1ti~,rade for two 
hou.r·s in an attem9t to convert tre resin. 
~le .naG.e sDecial effort to secure s"'sples of resir:ous ma- 
tor·ials wh Lc h required very little or n o heat at all for 
11 
set", 
but which would set uith time a.nd/or in an alkaline n-ed Lum such 
as cement. One of those which we were successful in ·ettin~ 
was a phenolic resin (Schenectady Varnish Cos.pa.: :y Phenolic 
1~ 
SP 8023). This ..resin sets with time in a n al2rn.line med i um , 
or more rapidly if heated to moderate temperatures (ar-oi .. ind 100 de- 
<-t;rees Centi._.racie) •. A series o:::' cubes, made L1 Catskill, con- 
tainin,:: 1% of this resin, wa.s nested at 100 degreee Centi0rade 
for l'~ hours cured in wc.ter, and sent to us for quentitative 
' 
acid tasts. 
~~he r"si'l ts of the tes te on both o: these cubs sets are 
presented under Experimental R.esul ts" 
The study of p1astiCS and R.esir!.OUS :J[atcrisls 
Ir undertakin~ the study of these .1aterlals, we sought 
some ad itive suitcble for i~1cor-poration into cement, send. and 
water · mixtures which '.·rcmld impart s·9ecial desirable pro-perties 
to the har dcned concrete. These desir·Btle Droperties of c ours e j,, - ' ~ ' 
ere. - · "' nuner-cus and include, amon0 others, an L1.crease in s tren th, 
~ '1 • ' a.ncr-eaa e in resistance to corrosive sction of water, e.cids 
a.rd other chemicals, and a dscr0a2e in density and r-es ul, ':in~ in- 
cree2e in air content consistent with strenoth. Certain nec- 
essa.ry conditions for this resinous additive, ~~o':rever, must 
also be taken into account. For examl)le, the a dd.l tive mus t not 
a.ccelerat0 or retarG. too e:,reatly the time of set of the 
c 0ncrete, nor can it hinder e firm set; the e.acU ti ve arid the 
cement, se.nd , water mix must t-e rr:utually competi'ble and i1:!1oc- 
uous; the adfitive mus t be able to'~et11 at rs9soneble temp- 
eratures in an 
8.1,::aline 
medium and must no t alter e':lJ daeir9:cle 
Properties of ordina.:·y concrete; the additive +us t net be 
nrohibiti'vely ~1 COS v y •. 
oro er to 1 ear n 
clue or . ~ lC.8:-', 
cement. 
J:> .,. 1"0"1°f1'c".lt~ o·.~c ~f' r-es Lr 0 ·r_rsre.l, .J.OU.L c "'"''"' .... - J, ..... v- ......... ~ ..... 
They are: 
ct t' ti }eP.inS, Cellul.00~ .J .._i-vttives, Protei11 
...; y ~ , n e . _ c _, - 
Pl~r'tics, r:''t Natural Resins. 
i 
1ud "··~~·~~-.a as shellac ~o~· :i: i:- :-,, tt1ral Resins PC- 1:;. ., .... v ..... - ·~ - • ' - 
0- 
., 
so.; . e'='l typeE' using formaldehyos as a hardening agent .. 
11 ctd-- ?la.sties i';.clude caseir.. '.lL.C. 
The cell 1 u ose derivatives-: include c:el!ulose nitrate and 
cellulose acetate polymers •. The Synthetic Resin· is the largest 
and m ost rapidly expanding type,: and it is this type which 
we worked with most during the y~r;: the classification in- 
cludes th e phenolics ,., ureas,. melamines,, alkyds,, silicones, and 
many others •. 
OUr plan of action' in attacking this enormous field was 
eightfold• • 
1 •. Testilig the basic ingredients or components 
of' all the different kinds of Synthetic Resins and 
of some of the other types of resin also,, alone and 
in the combination.s which form the various resins_, in 
order to determine compatibility with cement,, sand, 
water mixtures •. 
2. Ascertaining which, among all of' these resins,, 
offered, on the basis of property study,, the best 
chance for achievement of our goal-- improvement of 
chemical and physical properties of concrete •. 
3. Tabulatitl8 those types wfuch specifically 
appeared favorable on the basis of the first two 
steps above,, together with trade names and the manu- 
facturers from whom tbey could be obtained. 
4. securinS several samples of each of the favorable 
types •. 5 •. conductiD!I preliminary tests in Schenectady to 
determine the adviisaliilitY of submitting the material 
to Catskill for experimentation there. 
6 •. Moldinl5 of 2" x211 x211.' cubes~ aont1>.ining these 
2Ti 
mat:erials at Catskill so that compressive strength 
tests could be made on them 1n Catskill and acid 
tests on them in:Schenectady. 
7 .• Running o:f'- acid tests on the cubes •. 
8. Evaluating the laboratory r.esul ts tn r elation 
to the purpose of the study •. 
In order to t'.est the various basic components of the 
resins,, it was first necessary to identify them. The important 
Plastfcs were·sought out and listed with their component parts 
Where this informatct.on was available. The first three in the 
list below are called thermosettt.!!;Ei resin£-- those resins 
Which harden or cure with the application of heat but which,, 
after curing has taken place,. will no lmn.ger soften or "flow" 
When heated. Mason and Manning (15) give as the r-eaa on for this 
Phenomenon}ncertain chemical changes (caused by heat) •••••• r_esult 
1 ~ n the formation of a compact,, cross linked', int'erdependent 
system". The others in the list,, with the exceptions noted,, are 
a11 th~rmoplastic resins-- those resins which exhibit the 
Property of softening with heat,. because the lack of rr-ee. 
fU.nct1onal groups in this type of linear polymer prohibit fur- 
ther chemical reac·tion with the addition of heat, and causes 
them to remain permanently plastic, as a result•· 
The Important Plastics 
r .. Phenol formaldehydes-- basic components: 
Phenol ,, and f'.ormaldehyde, 
• 
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Simonds (16) relates that a ~reat variety of phenolics are 
obtainable by a s Lmp.l e variation in ratio of pheno'l to formalde- 
hyde, and by us i.ng different catalysts for set. Basically, How- 
ever, the polymerization can beet be described by the fall owing 
r eac ti ens :· 
a) 
urea, 
D th ctio~ 1° not ce"+a11~ thp follob11·1~~ Thouc._h the mechanism 0.1. e rea .L.i. "" . .L .., ~, ·~- _ , ___ 
steps are probable: ,f JI ~ II.JI- c. -N - Cll-c.4H 
(H e 1' II y ~/.. t}lt61f.) 
J. N-C~~ 
0 
/I H 
C - N 
' C/1-.,_l!JJY 
( 01M~HYLOL '1~1.t..lf) 
a) 
0 ti 
0 
1' / ,, 
/I ,. fl 
) v - " 
N,,,,, c IV, 
]- ' + 
,,, 
I '"'"'" 
I CNLt'Jl.I 
c.11,.~11 '/ 
~- 
0 
, c11 ... -11 
,, ff ,, " ~ .... I 
/ N '"'-.H ... - 
c. - N- CH,,- 
fl 
t.11~11 
... N- c -N 
If ~ 
" ~lluJ/I 
I) .J,,. o I 
/I ,, ,, ,, " ~' 
-cH.,- N - c.. - "' - c.ff.,- N - c. - N - c.tt.._ - A I 
c.J+. 
0 
'' H C. - N -c/11- - 
" J 0 11 /? ,, H 
eH.,' f( - C.. - N - C#._ - /II - c. - IV- cH - I - 
I 
en..._ 
I o 
fl " ctl.._-N-~ -N-Cll'--- 
11 ~ 
0 
rr-C. 'I{ 
.. 
It L.. 
Of this pr oc.uc t, ~o 
1, 
,oart c ert2,in C.esirabl e ,,- o _, _, c: es t 
0 1 
t; 
e ·~ •, cotton or rato fill"' c for res ist,mce to im]la ct, or i:;:_ "'"- 
r · lllers for renistance to 1:1-; ..... t , 
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t.a.a i.c 
4 •. Cel:'.ulose acet2tes r:ind C.:.12.~1iose nitr"'tes-- 
cellulose and acetic acid, 
-.-; t . ...... r::_cc.cid HN03 
The a c i a· .... a c nature a u., 
• 
~o cH, c -off. or 
of the cellulose resins L.- 
dicat - ea that t.hey uoulc- be of 11t~10 ~.a1ue to us. 
5 •. Polystyrenes-- .... ~::.:c 
styrene ,.A,, f.l ,.. 11 ' v - C.. -: -rr-z... 
components: 
• 
pol yr. sr c ; n be simply rs presented by the f or-mu.La t 
- ~II - C.11,_ - - c.H - c.11.,:---0I -cH.;--"' - <.V..- c.11- 
0 0 0 0 ~ 
The 
6. Vi ny 1 <.vpolym er s ( incl udin::: oolJ'Vir:!Y 1 acetate, ryoly- 
Vi r> •l 
· ' c bl ori de, _,01yviryl c hl or i C.e-ac eta te cop ol.ym er, ;:> ol yvi ny l 
aicoh 1 ) 0 
, ;oolyvinyl acetals, ?olyvinyli&ene chloride -- basic 
The-or 1·""'· db t n t' . epar-atd cn of all is exem:;i vie Y ue prepera 10, of 
Polyvinyl acetate: 
derive ti ves of acrylic and methacrrliC aciC: ( corr!!!ercially, t he 
es t 1.;:r• s are important) : 
Acrylic acid MethacryliC ecid 
comno· -~ nent.s are the :10no:ners •. 
o- '- ,..tH1 
1( 
o 
tte monomeric 
~ethyl methacryln.te '"" ester 
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exemplified by po.l yme't.hy L methacryiate:; 
~o -:." 
'- -oc.ff I c - ot:lt~ 
I f c.. - e.11._ - c:; ----- 
' I c11,, ,,.1 
~o 
f-o c11, 
- Cl/._ ... '- 
/ 
(.H3 
The group is 
8 •. Poly:mides (:NyJ.01)-- bes l c c omp onerrt s s di<1mines, 
di bas ic acids or amide ±'orcir:c deri vg,tt\res. 
The formula for the po'Lymer (Nylo.1): 
0 " L1 11 11 ,,.G N _ c. _ f,Hs.}~ - c.. - IV- cH~}w - Jf 
9. Polyethylenes-- basic c omp onerrt i 
ethylene,, Cff i,.. ::.. CH1- • 
The f or-mu'l.e for the polymer: 
11. Alkyd resins-~ 
ff 
1:Jycerol ~ (. - c - ctJ .... 
' ' ., , . 
6fl otJ oH 
These resins are sticky,, cummy, and s l ow in 
10. Phenol furfural (a therinosettin5 resin)-- basic 
components: phenol,, tf\__.oll and furfural, rr-Tt 11° . 
~ ~C-H 
formula for the ·oolymer: •II ~ t>ll 
_1_ J ~.A - ~ _;,'rt- J -.A- i- 
~1r ff ~ N y II ~ ff 
H~-~ U'-Ql 
-4>.-~-~c"- 
"" ",.. ' 0 basic CO";ponents: 11 
. ~c., and pht.na.La c anhydr·ide '/ I o 
' 'c/ fl 
set tine .. The _)ht't.e li c 
• 
The 
anhydride is insoluble in water• This type, therefore, was of 
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very little use in our work. 
12. Indene plastics-- 
0,. :..H ,, \ ~·1- c11,,. aric cumar-one , 
basic components: 
0 c.t/. /" 't1''+ indene, 
13. :S:thyl cellulose .... - basic components: 
alkali cellulose, and 
~I)~ 
C.frl - CH - c.~ -C..H -c.t+ - 0- 
1 f ' 
a O'L 0 )(A. Dk. 
IT1- "'- 
ethyl chloride, 
)J 
The formula for the ~olymer :· 
- 
0 
c.1-t - c..H - 
I 
"'""'" 
- l>- 
n 
14. Silicones-- basic component: 
silicon t;ctrachloride,, 
The following reaction is typical of the pr-e par-a t Lon of the 
silicone resins: 
--~,,_ (cH 3) J. .f4 eJ a. 2 llJJ;, 2. II ll + 
(c.ff,)-z- s: {(JH).,_ 
The listing as siven above is 
c,l!j Cll,1 Cll..1 
-.t: - 0 - I , Si-o .ti- 
I I I 
c.11, 'H, Lll.J 
c er ta inly. not a complete 
one, for we have pu.rposely omitted the somewhat less: Lripor-t.anr, 
and less promising resins such as the allyls, the t.m oureas , the 
caseins, rubber and rubber-like materials, the lit.;nin and soy- 
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1:tea:n plastics,· etc. In working with these components, we have 
tried to be as selective as possible without eliminating any 
possibility which showed the slightest pr-ombs e •. 
While the above list of components and others not mentn oned 
above were being tested in our laboratory,_ the literature was 
continually being searched to find out whether the properties 
of the plastic alone would be advantageously usable in our 
work. Of much help in narrowing down the possibilities was the 
Plastics Properties Chart of the Modern Plastics Encyclopedia 
Issue (13) •. From a study of this chart and of the reference text 
cy Richardson and Wilson (ll7), and with our laboratory t.es t.a on 
components in mind, we prepared a list of what we believed to 
b~ the most promising prospects. We sought the following prop- 
erties in the resins:-high compressive, flexural,, and tensile 
strength;· high resistance to impact;· high resistance to heat;'. 
varied color possibilities; a. negative sunlight effect;: and h1-gh 
resistance to corrosion by weak and strong acids and alkaltea .. 
The list ('t.rable 1) denotes the resin type, and the trade names 
under which these are available. In most cases, more than one: 
trade name is given for each type of resin because of the large 
number of variations possible within each type. The numbers rollowing 
the trade names refer to the manufacturers,. listed in ~able 2. 
Unfortu:na tely, we were not successful in securing all 
of those in the list because of the 11m1 ted time we had,, and the 
rather lengthy delay on the part of the manufacturers in answer- 
ing our requests and necessarily discreet inquiries •. 
During the course of the year, however, we managed to 
TABLE r.. RESIN TYPES AND TRADE NAMES 
Melamine formaldehyde or 
melamine-urea formaldehyde 
(Melurac) 
Phenol formaldehyde or 
phenol furfural ('Duri te:) 
Silicone 
Epoxy 
Polysulfide epoxy 
Polystyrene or 
polystyrene butadiene (l?liolite)' 
W1.nylidene chloride 
Polytetrafluoroethylene 
Acrylat~ and Methacrylate 
Polymide 
Polyvinyl chloride plasticized 
Chlorinated rubber 
Latex 
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TRADE NAMES 
Fiberite (1·),, Melant1ne (2),. 
Melmac (3) , Melurac (3) 
Plaskon (4~', , Resimene (5) .. 
Resinox (5);,, Durez (6),. 
Duri te ( 7),, Bakeli~t'.e ( 8) , 
Heresite (9), Plenco (10),, 
Textoli te (11')'. 
Bakelite (8),, GE Silicone (11),. 
Dow Silicone (12). 
Araldite (2), Pylene (13),. 
Cardoli te. (l'4) •. 
Polykast ( 13 ) , , Thiokol ( 15 )'. 
LUstrex (S-) ,, Bakel1 te (8),, 
Styron (12), Pliol1te (23). 
Saran (12) 
Tenon- (16 )',, Chemelec 300 (17) 
Fluoroflex-T (18). " 
Plexiglas (19),~ Lucite (16)'.. 
Nyµon (16) ,, Nyla tron (20), 
Gering NRW (21) ., 
Ma.rvinol (22), Pliovic (23)',, 
Geen (25)\. 
Parlon (24). 
Lustrex (5),, DuPont Latex (1-6) 
TABLE 2. 
Number 
(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(125) 
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MANUFACTURER ADIRESS: 
The Fiberite Corporation 
Ciba crompany, Inc • 
American Cyan.a.mid Co. 
Winonar. Minnesota 
New York, New York 
"' 
Barre~t Div.,, Allied Chemical 
and Dye Corporation 
Monsanto Chemical Company 
Durez Plastics and 
Chemicals 
" 
.... 
Spri~field, .. Mass •. 
North Tonawanda,, N·.y. 
New York, New York The Borden Co~pany 
The Bakelite Company 
Heresi te and Chemical Co. 
H 
' Manitowoc, Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
Pittsfield, Mass. 
Midland, Michigan 
Springdale, Conn. 
Plastics Engineering Co. 
General Electric Co. 
Dow Chemical Co. 
Polymer Industries Inc. 
Irvington Varnish and 
Insulator Div., 
Minnesota Mining ana 
Manufacturing uo. Irvington, New Jersey 
Trenton,, New Jersey Thiokol Corporation 
E.I.DuPont de Nemours Co.,Inc.Wilmington,, Delaware 
United States Gasket Co. Camden, New Jersey 
Resistoflex Corporation Belleville, N.J. 
Rohm and Haas Oo , Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Polymer Corporation Reading, Pa. 
Gering Products Inc. Kenilworth, N.J. 
Naugatuck Chemical Co. Naugatuck, Conn. 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. Akron, Ohio 
Hercules Powder co ,; Inc. Wilmington, Delaware 
F.F. Goodrich Chemical Co. Cleveland, Ohio 
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study rather completely eight different types of resins and 
' including several diversifications of what were two of the most 
promising types: the melamines and the phenolics. The eight 
types were: 
a) phenol formaldehyde (3 variations) 
b) phenol furfural 
c) resorcinol formaldehyde 
d) urea formaldehyde 
e) melamine formaldehyde (3 variations) 
f) polyvinyl chloride vinylidene chloride copolymer 
g) latex 
h) silicone 
We also received another latex product very late in the year, but 
no experimental work was done on it. 
The Laboratory Work 
The laboratory work on these resins consisted of three steps: 
step 1, qualitative and semi quantitative testing of the basic 
comppnents of resins; step 2, a qualitative and semi quantitative 
testing and evaluation of the promising resins; step 3 ,, quanti- 
tative acid corrosion testing in Schenectady of concrete 
cubes made, in most cases, at Catskill, with these materials 
incorporated into the mix. In steps 1 and 2, we noted especially 
any development of unusual properties with Portland cement 
and the additive. This, of course, was done in order to catch 
any tendency on the part of the mix, toward simulation of the 
properties of Blue Bond mortar cement •. 
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Step 1 was carried out as follows: 100 grams of Portland 
cement and 25 milliliters-- of water were used as the ustandard" 
mix, the consistency being judged only qualitatively~ No sand 
was added. The various resin components, with certain additions 
to and omissions from the list presented previously (based on 
their availability),. were added to a mix of 100 grams of 
Portland cement and enough water (about 25 milliliters) to 
achieve a "normal" consistency. These materials were added 
separately, in percentages ranging usually from 1% to 10% by 
weight of the cement; then, suitable combinations of components 
were tried in the mix, again in varying percentages. The com- 
binations, e.g., phenol and formaldehyde, probably did not 
form any polymers when combined this way, nor did we expect such 
to happen. 
In each case, the solution (water plus additive or 
additives) was poured into the void surrounded by the curcula.r 
wall of cement (much as the mason mixes his concrete) •. The liquid 
was then covered with cement from the outer portion to prevent 
evaporation, and after allowing time for the eement grains to 
soak up most of the liquid,, the mix was thoroughly blended 
using a trowel, formed into a ball, worked with the trowel again,, 
and finally deposited in a pa.per lined cup cake mold, where it 
was allowed to set. The mixing process was carr~ed out entirely 
on a steel plate. In these tests, we attempted to determine 
several things: the ease of mixing and compatibility of the addi- 
tive with the cement and water;· any precipitation caused by the 
additive; any significant volume or density difference as com- 
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pared to the "s tandar-d" (seeking air entrainment);· compara- 
tive time of set (semi quantitative only, Vicat test not used); 
physical propertiesof the mix (butteriness or "fat", workabil- 
ity, color changes, et-0.). A summary of the results on step l 
is presented later in the section of Experimental Results •. 
Step 2 laboratory work followed the following outline: 
a. Qualitative physical analysis of the resin, in- 
cluding company specifications on their product. 
b, Measurement of pH if liquid; test for solubility 
in water. 
c. Tests on the resin alone 
1) Ordinarily, what are the conditions for set 
of the material? 
2) After set, does it exhibit unusual properties 
of acid or water resistance? 
3)· How does a high alkalinity affect the setting 
process, if at all?~ 
d.·.tests with the resin in a cement and water mix 
1) Compatibility and ease of incorporation into 
mix was determined. 
2) Do desirable properties of butteriness, etc., 
develop in any of these mixes? 
3) How is the cement set time affected by the resin 
addition?' 
4) How do the physical properties of these mixes 
with the resins differ rr om untreated cement-water 
mix after set?· 
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5) Qualitative water and acid resistance t':ests on 
the cakes after set. 
e. Evai ua ti_on of the additive- •. 
The cakes for part 11d11 of step 2 were made in the same way 
as were those for step 1. The results for step 2 are also pre- 
sented under Experimental Results. 
Step 3 followed if the evaluation of the resin in step 2 
was at all favorable. A.t Catskill, the maximum amount of each of 
the materials we submitted to them was incorporated into a 
series of 2ux2t•x211 cubes made with floor topping mixes of con- 
.... 
crete by intergrinding the material, in most cases,, with the 
cement. Some additions were made to the mixing water also, but 
the main effort focused on inter~inding,, since the corporation's 
interest tended toward successful intergrinding of a promising 
material with the product to be marketed. The cubes made at 
Catskill were sent to us in Schenectady, and we carried out 
step 3,, the quantitative acid corrosion tests,. in the manner 
described previously under Acid Tests (Page 19) •. The results 
of these tests are presented in the next section,, Experimental 
Results. 
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EXPl!RDiENTAL RESULTS 
For the sake of simplicity, this section will be di- 
vid~d into eight part~; Part 1 will contain results of step 1 
of the laboratory work consisting of the qualitative and semi- 
quantitative testing of the basic components of resins;· Part 2 
will contain results of step 2 of the laboratory work con- 
sisting of the qualitative and semi-quantitative tests on the 
resins themselves; Part 3 will contain the results of strength 
tests made at Catskill on concrete blocks containing the various 
additives; Part 4 contains the results of' acid test's,.run 
partially on the old basis, on concrete cubes of Anti-B'acterial 
Cement and of the floor topping oasis for ABC, Blue Streak Air 
Entraining cement; Part 5 i"s the tabulation of changes in pH 
during acid tests; Part 6 consists of results of the acid tests,, 
run with the modi.fied procedure as explained previously, on 
concrete cubes containing the various resins with which we 
worked this year;· Part 7 describes results on the Continuous 
Flow Acid Tests; Part 8 is concerned with acid tests on 2 sets 
of cubes, 1 containing Melmac 480, the other containing a 
phenolic resin, both sets having been heated in order to try to 
convert the resin to its permanent form. Tnese a:cid tests are 
compared with tests on unconverted cubes containing the same addit- 
1ves •. 
Part I 
Except where modification is indicated, all of the 1ngre- 
dients tested were added in percentages of 0.5, 1.0., 2.0,. 5.0 
and 10.0 per cent each, and the results on each studied. 
Formaldehyde additions mixed easily in all percentages,. 
formed no precipitates, and developed no desirable properties 
of butteriness, etc. No distinct volume increase due to air en- 
· trainment was noted when compared with the11standard11• As the 
percentage of formaldehyde added was increased, the time of set 
decreased;· the strength of the set cakes appeared unharmed due 
to the formaldehyde. 
Phenol additions mixed easily; no precipitates or butteri- 
ness was noted,, nor was there any distinct volurne increase. The 
time of set was slightly less than normal and unvarying as the 
phenol percentage was increased. A pink color, characteristic· 
of phenol, cement and water mixes, appeared in samples containing 
the higher percentages of additive. Less water was required: for 
a normal mix as the phenol percentage rose; the strength of 
samples with less than 5% phenol appeared normal, and those with 
5% and 10% phenol were only slightly weaker than normal. 
Phenol and formaldehyde together mixed well with the cement 
in the percentages Wlder 5%. The time of set decreased 
slightly with increasing -oercentages; no precipitates were formed; 
there was no simulat'ion of BB mortar cement •. 
Urea was compatible; it mixed well, formed no precipitates - ,~ 
and did not simulate BB:'cement. Times of set were normal; 
however, the 5% and 10% samples did not set well and were weak. 
Urea and formaldehyde mixed well; set time was accelerated 
in each case, and no BB simulation was apparent. The higher 
percentages did not set well and were weak. 
Gl1cerol and glycol (separately) mixed well in all 
cases. Set times in both kinds of mixtures were accelerated. 
No simulation of BB cement took place, no predipitates wera 
noted, and the strength was unaffected by increased additive 
concentr·ations. 
Phthalic anhydride could not be incorporated into a cement- 
water mix; therefore, combinations with glycerol and glycol, 
with which it forma. alkyd resins, were also impossible in 
our tests. 
Cresol addition caused a loss of cohesiveness in the mix. 
No desirable properties simulating BB eement were in evidence• ' 
set. times appeared normal and no precipitates were formed •. 
Casein was water insoluble, and could not be used in 
thie work •. 
Vinyl acetate was tried also, but appeared to offer no 
advantages with its use. 
Many of the other ingredients were unavailable in our 
laboratory, and therefore could not be tested. 
Summary: The addition of these resin components, alone 
and in combination appears to do no harm to th~ cement-w~ter mix 
at concentrations not exceeding 2.CJ% by weight of the cement •. 
·No desirable properties such as those exhibited by the Blue Bond 
mortar cem.ent have developed as a result of these additions, 
however. one undesirable property may be the accelerated set 
time exhibited in some cases. This component test list was neces- 
sarily incomplete. 
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Part 2 
Phenol formaldehyde--3 variations studied. The first 
variati'on, a liquid pheno'l Le (Schenectady Varnish Company 
#SP? 609) proved entirely incompatible with a cement and water 
mix as it destroyed the strength of the resulting "concrete" 
completely. The second variation,, another liquid phenolic, 
(Schenectady Varnish Company #SP 8023) appeared to be water 
soluble and compatible in all proportions with the cement and 
water mixes. Though no simulatiion of mortar properties was discov- 
ered here, the resin appeared to impart some added protection to 
the concrete surface against water and acid action. Heat conversion 
was tried with this r-esLn also, and favorable results were ob- 
tained upon immersion of the concrete in acid solution. This 
resin was a water soluble, heat reactive phenolic which would 
polymerize at room temperature in an alkaline medlli.um with 
time. Its specific gravity upon receipt in our laboratory 
was recorded at 1.22. the resin was sent on to Catskill for 
further testing and. cube ma.king. The third variation was 
Monsanto dhemica.l 00.1 s liquid bonding r-es i n, "Res t nox 4bt5'1 • 
.... 
It was a elear, tan colored liquid with a pH value of 7.2. Its 
solubility in water is an inve~se function of time: the longer 
it stands, the less soluble it is. A'temperature exceeding 
100 degrees centigrade polymerized the material alone. It was 
compatible with the cement and water, but not in all proportions, 
a whitish precipitate forming in water solution when the sol- 
ubility 11mi t was reached. Set times were greatly retarded; 
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other physical properties of the mix remained "n.or-ma'L 11• The 
addition bf this material produced ~o unusual acid corrosion 
resistance. A sample was forwarded to Catskill for further test- 
ing and cube making since no undesirable properties, outside 
of set time retard.a tion, appeared. 
Phenol furfural-- 1 sample studied: The Borden Company's 
.. Durite 84120°, a phenol furfural novolak converted by 10% 
hex.a.methylene diamine to a thermosetting plastic. It was a 
brown solid in various size chunks, the smaller piedes re- 
sembling iodine crystals in luster and color. A phenol odor 
was present. This material was insoluble in water and was converted 
to the polymer at a temperature greater than 125 degrees Centigrade. 
The resin appeared to be water and acid resisting, and was diffi- 
cultly mixed with cement and water, though it appeared to be 
compatible. A normal setting time was noted and a lighter weight, 
darker colored cake resulted with no outstanding acid resistance 
noted .• The sample was sent to Catskill. 
Resorcinol formaldehyde-- 1 sample studied: Schenectady 
Varnish Company's Resorcinol # 1505~A. A viscous, reddish brown 
liquid of pH originally 2.0 but rai.sed, to 9.0 by the addition 
of NaOH. A hi~h alkalin1 ty appeared to enhance the set ot the 
mail'eria!.. rt appeared to be water and acid resisting; the un- 
polymerized material was c-0mpatible when mixed with cement and 
water. No simulation of mortar cement properties occurred; the 
set time was accelerated appreciably. The sample was sent to 
Catskill. 
Urea r·ormaldehyd~-- 1 sample studied: Dimethylol urea. 
we found that this material offered no particular advantage 
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when used with cement in our work. It was tested early in the 
year, and found to be insoluble in water and incapable o:f 
being distributed homogeneously in a cement-water mix. It had 
only poor resistance to acid corrosion, and was therefore dis- 
c~rded as a possibility. No cubes were made containing this resin, 
·though the compressive strength of concrete with 1 t as an add1 ti ve 
was determined at Catskill. 
Polyvinyl chloride-vinylidene chloride copolymer-- 1 
sample studied: B.F.Goodrich Company's "Geonu. This was a 
' ~ellow1sh white solid, having no odor and being insoluble in 
water. Heating above 100 degrees Centigrade converts it into 
an a.eid resisting mass. This material was incorporated into 
our cement-water mix onl~ with much difficulty, because of its 
water insolubility. The set time appeared to be retarded. and 
no outstanding properties developed. The sample was forwarded 
to Catskill. 
Melamine formaldehyde-- 3 variations studied. The first 
variation was American Cyanamid Company's Melmac 480, used by 
Dunbar (8) and in our work this year. It is a water soluble 
liquid only with the addition of alkali to the mixing water. This 
material was tested early in the r.ear, and cubes of Portland 
cement containing it were made in our lab in Schenectady. It 
was crompatible, but did not offer outstanding properties of 
acid corrosion resistance. The Ej,econd variation was American 
Cyanamid Company's Melamine 421, and this was an unfilled melamine 
formaldehyde, free flowing, dry white powder. It was a water soluble 
low reacted form of a heat setting resin. Heating at a temper- 
ature above 150 degre.es Centigrade converted this material to 
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a plastic which appeared to be soluble in Hydrochloric acid 
and in water. Ittwas discovered that, lHre Melmac 480,. excess 
alkali was necessary for a uniform water solution. The set time 
of this cement-water-resin mix was close to normal, and no simu- 
lation of BB cement properties took place. This mat,erial was 
forwarded to Catskill for strength tests and cube making tor our 
acid tests. The third variation was Monsanto Chemical Company' 8 
11Resimene 81411,,. a melamine formaldehyde powder, water soluble, 
offering surface· hardness,, heat, abrasion, alkali and chemical 
resistance, accor-df.ng to the specifications sent to ua , A white 
solid mass was produced with heat, stable to water and to acid 
to a reasonable extent. Alkali solution appeared to prevent 
the proper polymerization ~f the material. The normal polymer- 
ization was catalyzed to a few minutes tiwe by the addition 
of the catalyst supplied by Monsanto-- Resimene RA-032, a liquid 
, 
with pH equal to 7.6. In cement-water-resin mixes, no simulatlon 
of BB mortar properties was noted; a normal set time was observed, 
and there were signs of greater than usual resistance to corrosion 
' but no exceptional evidence. This material was also sent to 
Catskill. 
Latex~- 1 sample studied; though another sample was received 
in, our lab fr an the ~on t Company, no work could be done on 
it in connection with our project since it arrived extremely 
late in the year. The sample that was studied was Monsanto 
Chemical Company's Lustrex Latex 201, a white liquid of pH 
equal to 10.3 (this high pH was to be expected,, since the latex 
is suspended in a solution of ammonta )', Temperatures above 80 
degrees Centigrade polymerized the material. It was completely 
compatible in the cmment-water mix,. and developed no outstanding 
propert:ies of the BB mortar cement. The set time of this cement- 
water-resin mix was greatly accelerated, to the extent of about 
l of the normal time required. Corrosion resistance was not 
exceptional, bu:J!f. deserved some note. The sample was forwarded 
to Catskill. 
Silicone-- 1 sample studied: General Electric Company's 
Silicone# 81543 {developmental sample),. a liquid, greenish 
yellow in color, with a density of 1.052 and a pH value of 
about 5.0. ~eating at temperatures greater than 100 degrees 
Centigrade set a sample of this resin somewhat, but on the 
addition of alkali, a rapid set took place. The set resin was 
definitely water resisting and appeared to be acid resisting 
also. It was completely e onrpa td hLe in cement-water mixtures, and 
accelerated the set times of these mixes slightly above normal. 
Slight but not exceptional "butteriness" was observed in the 
mixes. No harm in strength of the resulting set cake was 
apparent. This sample was sent on to Catskill for further 
testing and for incorporation into cubes for quantitative 
acid tests. 
Summary:"Of the eight types of resins studied, only the 
urea formaldehyde sample (dimethylol urea), one variation of 
the phenol formaldehyde type (Schenectady Varnish Co. #SP· 609) ,, 
and on~ variation of the melamine formaldehyde type (Melamc 480) 
were not sent to Catskill for rurther testing and cube molding: 
the phenolic .and the urea resins not sent were deemed not worth- 
while in this work, and cubes containing Melmac 480 with Port- 
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land cement were cast in Schenectady using the gang mold 
fitted with tempered masonite squares as described previously. 
None of the other resins tested exhibited undesirable proper- 
ties for the most part, and all were therefore forwarded to 
« 
Catskill, where 211x211x2" cubes of a floor topping mix con- 
taining them as additives were cast. 
Part 3. Compressive_ Strength Test Results 
A.11 compressive strength t-ests were carried out at Catskill 
on their compression testing machine. Tests were made this year 
on samples containing the following additives: 
(1) Sodium Methyl Siliconate (General Electric Co.) 
(2) Melm~c 480 in percentages varying from 0.01% 
to 10.0% by weight of the cement. 
(3) Anti-Bacterial Cement alone and in combination 
with Portland cement (50%' each in the second instance). 
(4) Dimethylol urea in percentages varying from 
1.0% to 5.0%. 
(5) Phenolic SP 8023 
(6) Silicone 81543 
(7) Melamine 421 
(8) Durite S412a· 
«~} Resorcinol resin 1505-A 
(mo) Lustrex Latex: 2or 
(11L)' Resinox 468 
(l2) Resimene 814 plus catalyst Resimene RA-032 
(13 )' Geon 
(l4) Blank (standard, cont'aining no additives). 
F·or numbers (1) through (4) inclusive,, curing in water 
for 28 days tll>ok place before testing. For numbers (9) through 
(14) above, one day tests were given. Unfortunately, we do 
not have the information on numbers (5) through (8), though 
we presume that the tests were made on these samples •. The 
results of these tests appear in the data' table on· the next 
page; Table 3 •. 
TABLE 3 •. COMPRESSIVE S'.IRENGTH TEST RESULTS 
SAMPLE CONTEl'JTS PER CENT ADDITIVE 
pc; o •. CPJ, 
PC and (1) 0.2 
PC and (2) o •. o~. 
ti o·.05 
•• 0.1 ' It 0.5 
" 1.0 ~ If 2.0 
. " 5.0 .. 10.0 
PC and (4)' 1.0 
" 2.0 tt' 5 • .o 
AE~; O.D 
ARC and (3) 50.0 
HES o· •. o 
HES and (5 )' 0.1 
OS and (6) 0.1 
HES and (7) 0.2 
HES and (8) o.a 
HES and (9-) 0.1 
HES and (10) 0.1 
HES and t'll1)1 o.i 
HES and (12) 0.1 & 0.25 
HES and (13) 0.1 
50' 
COMPRESSIVE S'.IRENGTH (PSI l 
5130 (avg.) 
713 5 c 4:vg • ) 4792 4183 4458 
3267 4250 (4300) 
4375 (4825) 3400 (3675) 
2750 (1750) 
5167 
5125 
5992 4425 
4375 2400 
2215 
2750 
2600 
2875 2325 
In the above table,. PC stands for Portland Cement,, 
A.BC for Anti-Bacterial Cement,. and HES for a floor topping 
mix of High Farly Strength cement. The numbers in parenthesis 
refer to the list of a.ddi tives on Pages 48 and 49 •. 
The standard for comparison for all of the samples 
made with HES cement and compressive strength tested after 
curing in water after only one day was 2400 psi. We noted that 
none of the additives tested for which we have results~ harmed 
the strength appreciably. In general, in most cases, the strength 
increased, though not greatly. It is seev that a 50% PC-50% ABC 
mix gives the same results (approximately 4400 psi)' as a straight 
ABC mix, and both of these appear to have less strength than 
ordinary PC (5130 psi). 
/ Increasing percentages of Melmac 480 appear to d.ecrease 
the strength. The figures in parentheses alongside those for 
Melmac additives are the test results on samples which con- 
tained Na.OH alone in the concrete in the same percentages used 
in the corresponding Melmac 480 sample. It is seen that there is 
little difference between the strengths of the two saml)les in 
each case, though the sample which contained the same quantity 
of Na.OH as was used together with Melmac 1n the 10% sample, was 
tested much weaker {by 1000) than this 10% Melma.c sample. 
This is perhaps explicable on the basis of the individuality of 
the samples, since tb.ey were poured at separate times rr-om 
dlf!'erent oa ccnes , At any r-a t e , it is certain tnat NaOH ar.one 
or wi.til Mel.mac 4ti0 1n increasing percentages, decreases measurably, 
the strength of the concrete. 
Dimethyiliol urea appears to nave no effect on the strength, 
except that the 5% addition g~ve a sharp unexpected strengtn 
increase. 
With the possible exception of the higher percentages of 
Melmac 480 and NaOO, then, none or these adai ti ves appeared to 
harm the strength of concrete, based on a normal sample con- 
taining no additives-; and in some cases, especiallyr with the 
H1e:,n .J:!.a.rly Strength fl.oor topping mixes, enhanced that strength 
slightly over the norm. 
Part 4. x esut ts of Unmodified Acid Tests on 
Concrete Blocks Made Up With Anti- 
Bacterial cement and Blue Streak Air 
.Entraining Cement •.
There are results listed. in Table 4 r or- two series of 
cubes tested using the 20 day duration and three acids, Hydro- 
chloric, Acetic, and Lactic acids. The concentrations used 
are given also in the table. The BSAE cement we understand to be 
the basis for ABC cement. 
The first column in the ta.ble lists the acid and its 
concentration; the second through fifth columns lndicate the 
weight losses in percentage of original weight first of the 
ABC cube then of the BSAE cube after 1 day of immersion, 
' 
3 days, lO days, and 1·1na1J.y arter 20 days of immerSion respectively. 
TABLE· 4. ACID T l:!.:8 T Rl;!;J::iULTl:5 UN ABC AND BSAE SAMPLES 53 
PERCENTAGE LOSS.ES 
ACID 1 Da;y Loss 3 Da.;y: Loss 10 DaI Loss 20 Da;y: Loss 
AliC. BSAE ABC BSAE ABC Bl:$AE ABC BSAE - 
0.:35% BE . • o .o .o .o .o .o .o .o o •. 7(Yf/o H .2 .3 .# .~ .6 •. C5 .9 .9 
1.00% A. .2 .2 .~ .2 .6 .3 .9 .5 
2.00% A .4 .2 .8 .7 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.3 
1.00% L .o .o .1 .o .2 .2 .3 .2 
2.0076 L .3 • .o ;3 .;; •. 5 .s .8 .7 
R is H;y:drochloric acid1 A is Acetic acid1, I1 is Lactic acid. 
The ABC cubes were made using the following recipe: 
666 uY'ams of Anti-Bacterial Cement,. 666 grams of concrete sand O"" ,, 
and 1000 grams of stone, 3/8" to ff mesh. The BSAE cubes used 
Blue Streak cement,, concrete sand and stone in the same 
proportions •. 
As seen from the table,, there is hardly any difference 
in corrosion on ABC and BSAE cubes except in the case of the 
Lactic acid, which seemed to corrode ABC slightly more than 
it did BSAE. 
Part 5. Changes irr pH:During Acid Tests 
A study of the effect of the cencrete on the acids 
during acid tests was .. made in order to determine whether 
corrosive action on the concrete decreased the acid concentration 
seriously and whether, as a result, it was necessary tb change 
the acid in the beakers more often during the course of the tests. 
TWo different types of concrete cubes were used: one set 
contained Anti-Bacterial Cement, the other contained regular 
Portland o em ent.s. 
The figures in Table 5 show what happens to the pH 
value of water or the acid solution (150 milliliters in each 
case) in the presence of 211x2"x211 cubes of both ABC and regular 
Portland cement during four days of observation. Naturally, 
the same solution was used each time readings were taken, small 
samples having been removed for pH measurement with the 
Beckman pH meter. 
TABLE 5. J2H VALUES FCR SOLUTIONS IN CONTACT WITH 55 CONCRETE CUBE3 • 
EH VALUES 
START 1. llAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 
SOLUTION lli pc·. ABC PC' ABC PC ABC PC ABC PC 
Water 6.0 6.0 11.5 1i.6 ii.~ 11.i 11.5 11.9 li.o L~.u 
0.5;6 H 1.0 1.0 5.3 4.9 7.6 5.1 9.4 7.7 11.0 8.7 
1 •. 0,0 H 0.7 0.7 3.3 ~.o 4.6 3.4 6.2 4.1 9.0 4.7 
~.0% H, o.4 o.4 2.9 2.0 3.6 2.9 4.5 3.3 5.1 3.7 
~:>.0% H: 0.1 0.1 2.1 o.6 3.4 1.2 3.8 2.0 4.2 2.6 
o • .5% A 3.3 3.3 5.2 5.0 6.2 5.8 10.5 10.0 11.1 11.2 
1.0% A 2.9 2.9 5.1 5.1 5.7 6.0 7.7 9.1 10.7 10.7 
2.0% A 2.7 2.7 4.7 5.0 5.3 5.2 5.8 5.7 6.4 6.3 
5.dfo A 2.4 2.4 4.7 4.5 5.1 4.5 5.3 4.9 5.3 5.4 
0.5% L 2.5 2.5 5.0 4.6 8.3 5.1 11.111.011.4 11.8 
1.0% L 2.3 2.3 4.3 4.4 4.7 4.6 6.1 6.o 10.7 11.7 
2.0% L 2.2 2.2 4.1 3.8 4.6 4.1 5.6 5.0 6.7 5.6 5 .0% L- 1.8 1.8 4.0 2.5 4.7 3.8 5.5 4.3 5.7 4.5 
0.5% P:' 1.7 1.7 4.2 4.7 4.9 4.8 s.o 4.9 5.4 5.3 1.0% p 1.5 1.5 3.3 3.1 4.2 3.5 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.5 2.0% p 1.3 1.3 2.7 2.6 3.2 2.9 3.8 3.5 4.1 4.3 
5.0% p 1.0 1.0 2.4 2 .2 3.0 2.4 3.4 2.8 3.5 3.1 
H~ ts Hydrochloric acid;· A is Acetic acid;~ 
Dis Lactic acid; Pis Phosphoric acid. 
It is seen from this table that the acid weakens quite 
seriously during the attack orr the cubes,, with almost no 
difference in effect on solutions with either ABC or PC. 
These results bear out what we had suspected;· and 
on the basis of the results, suitable changes were made in the 
acid test procedure. These changes were indicated previously 
under Experimental Procedure. 
- 
p-a.rt 6 •. Acid Tests, Run with the Modified 
Procedure on Concrete Blocks Containing 
Resinous Materials as Additives. 
Using the modi~ied procedure outlined previoulsy under 
11Appara tus and Procedure", many acid corrosion tests were 
conducted on concrete cubes containing the resinous materials 
whose study has been described in Part 2 of this section. 
There was an interesting result apparent when cubes of 
Anti-Bacterial Cement and cubes of regular Portland cement 
were acid corrosion tested and the resulting weight loss per- 
centages compared as in Table o. 
TABLE 6'~ 
SOLUTION 
0.5% ff 1.0% H 
2.0% H 5.0% H 
0.5% A 
1.0% A 
2.0% A 
5.0% A 0.5% L l.0% L 
2.0% L 5.0% L 0.5% p 1.0% p 
2.0% p 5.0% p 
COMPARISON OF ACID TEST RESULTS ON ABC A:ND PC • ---- 
PERCENTAGE LOSSES IN l'TEIGHT 
1 DAY- 5 DAYS 15 DAYS 
~ ~ 
ABC PC ABC PC - 
0.1 o.o 0.1 o.o o.8 1.9 
0.3 o.8 o.6 1.8 2.8 8.1 
0.9 2.2 2.2 6.3 6.5 20.0 
2.9 8.3 7.0 19.0 20.0 50.0 o.o 0.1 o.o 0.1 o.o 0.5 
o.o 0.1 0.2 0.7 1.0 2.1 
0.2 o.4 0.7 1.4 1.9 3.3 
0.9 1.0 2.1 3.5 5.6 8 •. o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1 0.2 0.5 o.8 o.o 0.1 0.3 0.3 1.3 3.4 
1.;i. 1.5 2.0 4.8 6.4 16.4 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.4 o.o o.o o.o 0.2 o.6 2.2 o.o 0.1 0.3 1.1 1.9 6.o o.6 2.1 1.8 6.0 6.4 15.7 
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As expected, the data bear out our suspicion that the 
smoother cubes consisting of ABC cement would resist corrosion 
better than ordinary concrete cubes made with PC. Several conclusions 
can. therefore be drawn from this data: Anti-Bacterial Cement is more 
acid corrosion resisting than regular Portland cement-- this is to 
be expected since the ABC cement is designed as a floor 
topping mixture;; Hydrochloric acid gives the strongest attack 
in our tests, with Phosphoric acid next, followed by Lactic· 
and finally Acetic acid;· the amount of corrosion is in direct 
proportion to acid concentration and to time of exposure. 
We next present two sets of resUlts •. The first set 
c-ompr1ses tests on Portland cement cubes with no additives as 
compared to cubes made up with varying percentages of Melmac 480 
in a PC,. concrete sand (Ottawa graded) and water mix. The 
second set comprises tests on a High Early Strength concrete 
as standard compared with this same floor topping mix combin.-ed 
with 10 different resins. These results are tabulated as follows: 
first set, Tables Te , 7b,, and 7c;· second set, Tables Ba , Sb, 
and 8c. 
For the first set of data, Tables 7a, 7b, and 7c,, certain 
abbreviations were used. These are given below with appropriate 
explanation: 
lM is cube containing 1.0% Melmac 480 plus 0.25% NaOH (PC) 
containing 2.0% " It 0.35% ti 2M is cube II 
-c ~ 
containing 5.0% It II 0.70% II 5M is cube II 
His Hydrochloric acid, A is Acetic acid, 
Lis Lactic acid and Pis Phosphoric acid. 
TABLE- 7,S' •. ACID TEST RESULTS ON PORTLAND CEMENT CUBES 58' 
CONTAINING MELMAC :zmo. 
PE:\CENTAGE LOSS IN WEIGHT AFTER 1 DAY IMMm:lSION 
SOLUTION zs ~· 2M 21:! 
0.5% H o.o 0.3 0.1 o.o 
1.0% H o.s o.8 0.5 0.5 
2.0% H 2.2 2.2 2.3 1.9 
5.0% H 8.3 8.6 9.3 4.7 
0.5% A 0.1 o.o o.o o.o 
1.0% A 0.1 0.1 o.o o.o 
2.0% A o.4 o.o 0.3 0.3 
5.0% A 1.0 1.4 1.5 1.4 
0.5% L o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1.0% I.. o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2.0% L 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 
5.0% L 1.5 1.6 1.3 1.5 
0.5% p o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1.0% p o.o 0.1 o.o o.o 
2.0% p 0.1 0.3 0.2 o.s 
5.0% p 2.1 1.4 1.5 2.0 
TTABLE Th. ACID TEST RESULTS ON PORTLAND CiMENT CUBES 59, CONTAINING MELMAC 480. 
PERCEJ.'JTAGE LOSS IN WEIGHT AFTllR 2 DAYS IMMERSION 
SOLUTION PG IM 2M .2M" 
0.5% H o.o 0.3 o.o o.o 
1.0% H 1.8 1.2 1.3 1.8 
2.0% H 6.3 6.o 6.3 5.9 
5.0,% H 19.0 20.5 21.8 20.5 
0.5% A o.o o~o o.o o.o 
1.0% A 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.2 
2.0% A 1.4 1.0 0.8 1.0 
5.0% A 3.5 s .. 7 6.9 5 .. 2 
0.5% L o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1.0% L 0.2 o.o 0.3 o.o 
2.0% L 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.5 
5.0% L 4.8 4.9 4.7 5.1 
0.5% p o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1.0% p 0.2 0.3 o.4 o.4 
2.0% p 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.7 
5.0% p 6.0 5.B 6.0 6.o 
'lfABLE- 7(c; .. ACID TEST' RESULTS ON PORTLAND CEMENT CUB:BS 60' 
CONTAINING MELMA.C 480. 
PBRCEN'TAGE LOSS IN WEIGHT AFT:ER 15 DAYS IMMERSION 
SOLUTION PC lM 2M 5M 
0.5% H 1.9 0.3 1.5 1.1 
1.0% H 8.1 5.8 7.1 6 .. 7 
2.0% H 20.0 20.4 20.8 18.7 
5.0% H 50.0 56.0 57.0 56.5 
0.5% A 0.5 o.o 0.2 o.o 
1.0% A 2.1 0.1 1.4 1.1 
2.0% A 3.3 1.7 3.5 3.3 
5.0% A s.o 18.1 r4.6 12.0 
0.5% r; o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1.0% L o.s o.o 0.7 o.6 
2.0% L 3.4 2.3 2.1 2.4 
5.0% L 16.4 17 .6 15.8 13.0 
0.5% p o.4 o.o o.o 0.7 
1.0_% p 2.2 l.Y 1.5 2.5 
2.0% p 6.0 5.5 '.:).4 6.2 
5.0% p 15.7 l'"( .1 1'7 .3 17.1 
6.ll 
As one glances at the preceding tables horizontally 
across the page, a trend is no t ed , With Hydrochloric acid 
and Acetic acid, a slight decrease in corrosion is seen to take 
place as the percentage of Melmac 480 adced is increased. 
There is almost a status quo with Lactic acid, ana the corrosion 
caused by Phosphoric acid is seen to increase slightly with 
increasing percentage or this add.1 ti ve. ·rhe increased. resistance 
to Hydrochloric acid and Acetic acid which seems to be present here 
is not great enough to warrant further research on the adaitive 
since these increases in corrosion resistance must be balanced 
against the decrease in strength, among otner things, when 
weighing the value of an additive. 
It is here noted that, since Sodium Hydroxide was neeaea 
to keep the resin in water soiution, cubes of Port~ana cement 
containipg the same amounts of NaOH as were used in the corres- 
pona1ng cubes with the resin (percentages were notea on Page 57) 
were also tested :for their corrosion resistance, for the sake or 
comparison. The results we1·e very similar to those a.Lr·oady tab- 
ulated for the Melmac cubes, and are l-rrerefore not recorded 
here. 
The additives in the tables on the next' few pages are 
referred to by number for the sake of economy of space. The 
numbers refer to the listing which follows, in which all but 
additive #2 were interground with the cement •. The #2 additive, 
which is the. same as additive #1 (Phenolic SP 8023), was added 
to the mixing water rather than being interground with the 
High Early Strength cement used in making up the floor topping 
mix cubes that we have testea. 
The additives below are referred to by their number 
in- Tables 8a,, Sb, and 8c •. 
ST' is the standard,, and contains no resinous additives. 
l contain~ 1.0% Phenolic resin, Schenectady Varnish 
Company #SP 8023. 
2 contains 0.9% Phenolic resin, as above. 
2_ contains 0.1% Silicone resin, General Electric 
Company# 81543 (developmental sample). 
4 ~ontains 0.2% Melamine resin, American Cyanamid 
Company # 421 • 
2 contains 0.1% Durite, The Borden Company phenol 
furfural resin# 84120. 
6 contains 0.1% Resorcinol resin, Schenectady Varnish 
Company# 1505-A. 
7, contains 0.1% Lustrex, Monsanto Chemical Company 
latex resin# 201. 
8 contains 0.1% Resinox, Monsanto Chemical Company 
liquid bonding phenolic# 468. 
,2_contains 0.1% Resimene,. Monsanto Chemical Company 
melamine resin# 814,. and contains also 0.25% catalyst, 
Monsanto Chemical Company 1 s Resimene RA-032. 
1.Q contains 0.1% Geon,. B.F. Goodrich Chemical Company 
polyvinyl chloride-vinylidene chloride copolymer •. 
In the tables, His Hydrochloric acid, A is Acetic acid, 
L is Lactic acid,. and p is Phosphoric acid. Only concentrations 
of 2.0% and 5.0% acids were used in this series of tests. 
TABLE Ba , ACID TEST RESULTS ON CONCRETE CUBES WRICH 63 CONTAIN RESINOUS ADDITIVES. 
PERCEr~TAGE LOSS IN WEIGHT AFTbR .L DAY Lv1Ml!H.SION 
801.U'l'IuN S:T 1 2 2 4 .2 
2 0% H 1.3 1.2 l.U .L .3 .L .3 1 •. 3 • 0 . 
5.0% H 3.5 2.8 2.7 3 •. 4 3..1 3 .. 3 
2.0<{o A 0.5 o.6 o.o 0 •. 1 0.8 o • .s 
5 ·0% A. 1.1 o • .cs 0.2 1.1 1.0 1.1 
2.0% L 0.3 a.A- 0 .. 1 o • .s o.4 0.1 
5.0% L 1.0 o.6 0.5 1.2 1.1 1.2 
2.0% p 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0 .. 3 
!:>.0% P' o.8 o •. 3 1 .fl- 1.0 0.1 1.0 
S'T 6 7:7 8 9 10 
2.Q% H 1.3 1.2 1.2 .L .c 0.7 0.4 
5.0% H .. 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.8 2.9 3.0 
2 .Q% A 0.5 0.5 0 .!!- o •. 4 0.1 o • .o 
5.0% A. 1.1 0.9 0 .() 0.9 0.7 0.3 
2.0% L 0.3 0.3 o.4 0.6 o.o o.o 
5.0,% L 1.0 1.0 0.9 o.8 o.6 0.3 
2.0% p 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 o.o 0.1 
5.0% p o.8 o.8 o.6 1.0 o.6 0.7 
TABLE 8b •. A.CID TEST RESULTS ON CONCRETE CUB.ES WHICH 64 
CONTAIN ~ESINOUS A.DDTTIVE3. 
PERCE:NTA.GE LOSS IN WEIG H'l' AFTER 2 DAYS IMMERSION SOLUTION ST 1 2 2... 4 2- 
2.0% H 2.6 2.2 2.5 2 • .? c.2 2.1 
5.Q% H 7.2 6.9 6.7 7.0 6.2 6.4 
2.0% A o.8 1.0 0.4 l .1. 1.u 1..0 
:,.0% A 2.0 2.1 1.2 2.2 2.0 2.2 
2.0% L o.4 1.3 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.4 
5.0% L 1.6 2.4 3.1 2.1 2.0 2.0 
2.0% p 0.5 1.1 o.4 0.6 0.7 0.7 
5.0% p 2.1 2.2 1.7 2.0 2.1 2.2 
ST 6 L 8 g 10 - 
2.o,& H 2.6 2.2 2.1 2.2 l.3 1. .2 
~.0% H 7.2 6.9 7.4 7.3 6.1 6 •. 7 
2.0% A o.8 0.9 o.8 o.B 0.2 o.o 
5.0% A 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.0 
2.0% L o,..:4 o.6 0.7 0.8 o.o o.o 
5.0% L 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.2 0.9 
2.0% p 0.5 o.4 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.2 
5.0% p 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1 1.4 1.4 
TABLE 80;. ACID TEST RESULTS ON CONCRETE CUBES WHICH 65 CONTAIN RESINOUS ADDITIVES". 
FER CENTAG E LOSS IN WEIGHT AFTBR 15 Da;y:s IMMERSION SOLUTION ST 1 2 2. 4 2 
2.0% H' 1.0 6.7 7.7 7.2 6.5 5.5 
5.Q% H 19.0 17 .ti 20.2 18.8 18.4 19.6 
2 .0% A. 2.1 1.9 1.0 2.6 2.2 2.1 
5.0% A 5.1 5.8 5.0 5.7 5.0 5 .. 3 
2.0% L 1.6 2 •. 2 1.7 2.3 l .b 1..7 
5.0% L 4.8 5.2 7.l 6.o 5.6 5.4 
2.0% p 2.0 2.8 2.4 2.1 2.4 2.2 
5.0% p 7.0 6.9 6.5 6.o 1.0 6 .. 6 
Sf 6 i: 8 .2. 10 - - - 
2.0Jt H 1.0 6.3 6.2 6.8 6.0 5 •. 4 
5.0% H 19 • .0 18.5 19.3 18.4 18.8 18.4 
2 •. 0%. A 2.1 2.1 l.8 1.9 1.3 1.5 
5.0J& A 5.1 4.8 4.9 4.7 4.4 4.1 
2.0% L 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.1 1.0 
5.<J% L 4.8 4.8 5.1 4.9 5.0 4.9 
2.0J& p 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.8 2.0 1.9 
5.0% p 7.0 6.8 6.7 7.1 6.4 6.8 
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If one reads each line of this series of data horizon- 
tally across the page and remembers that the search is for 
general trends and not merely individual differences accounted 
for in the structure of each cube, one concludes that none of 
the resins tested offered any appreciable protection to the con- 
crete from corrosion by acid. 
Two series of cubes with polymeric additives were sent to 
us from Catskill. One of these contained ethyl cellulose with 
various concentratimns of carbon tetrachloride included; and 
the other series contained polystyrene also with varying per- 
centages of carbon tetrachloride. The figures for these acid 
test results were ve'.y similar to those presented in the pre- 
ceding tables and since they were reported during the year, they 
are consequently not included here. 
Part 7. Results on Continuous Flow Acid Tests. 
In Figure 4 on Page 23, we have shown the apparatus used 
in conducting this test and we have described the test under 
"Apparatus and Procedure". 
Two cubes of Anti-Bacterial Cement were used in these 
tests, one in o.5% Hydrochloric acid, the other in 0.5% Acetic 
acid. The results of the test are given in Table 9, where a 
comparison is shown with the results of the test run statically, 
the normal way, using the same concentration of acids. In the table, 
SF indicates static conditions, and CF indicates Continuous Flow. 
TABLE g •. STATIC AND CONTINUOUS FLOW ACID TEST RESULTS. 67 
PERCENTAGES LOSS IN WEIGHT RECORDED AFTJ!R 
I DAY 5 DAYS 15 DAYS 
SOLUTION SF CF SF CF SF CF 
0.5% H' 0.1 2.6 0.1 12.3 1.0 31.0 
0.5% A 0.1 1.0 0.1 2.4 0.1 8.3 
The rate of a~tack f~r Hydrochloric acid, continuous 
flow,, appears tiJ be from 25 to 30 times that of the static 
acid attack; and a compar~tive figure, at least, for Acetic acid~ 
though the data for the static condition is rather uncertain 
here •. 
Part ff. Conv;erted and Unconverted Resins in Concrete-. 
In Ta~le 10 is a comparison,. in tBrms of percentage 
loss in weight, between those cubes containing uncorrver t sd resins 
and those cubes which were exposed to elevated temperature 
in an effort to convert the resin· they contained to its final 
form •. 
There are two kinds of cubes involved. Though each type 
contains 1.0% of resin by weight of the cement, the one which 
contained Melmac 480 as an additive was made with regular Port- 
land cement,. while t he one which contained Phenolic SP 8023 was 
made with a floor topping mix of High Early Strength cement. 
We used only 2 .0% acids in the tests; and in the table,, 
"U" denotes the unconverted series, or those cubes which were 
not exposed to heating, and 11011 denotes those which were 
"converted by heat." 
TABLE 10. A.CID TEST RESULTS1, CONVERTED AND UNCONVERTED 68 
CONCRETE CUBES. 
TIME 
PERCENTAGE WEIGHT LOSS 
1.0% MELMAC .L.~ PHENOLIC 2.0% ACID EXPOOEff u c u c 
H !. day 2.2 2.3 1.0 o.4 
A " o.o 0.9 o.o 0.5 
I.. It 0.2 o.6 0.1 0.9 
p II 0.3 1.3 0 • ..L 0.1 
H 5 days 6.o 7.1 2.5 1.6 
A II o.o 1.6 o.4 1.3 
L " 0.5 1.7 0.1 1.1 
p II 1.2 3.1 0.4 o.4 
H 15 days 20.4 22.8 7.7 6.5 
A II 1.7 2.7 1.0 2.0 
L It 2.3 3.4 1.7 1.8 
"" p u 5.5 7.6 2.4 1.8 
We see that there is no great advantage or disadvantage 
developed as a result of the conversion by heat of the resin 
contained in the cubes. In the case of the Melmac 480, corrosion 
appears to be greater on the heated cubes,, but the diff'erence is 
not excessive in any case. 
Two canclusions may be drawn from this set of data. 
Either the resins gave no added protection to the cubes even when 
converted, or the heating or the cubes increased their corrosion 
susceptibility to a greater extent than this susceptibility was 
decreased by the converted resin. 
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SUMMARY- 
During the year, tests were made on the components 
of various polymeric materials to determin~ the feasibility 
of their incorporation into cement, sand and water mixtures· ' 
this was done to try to improve certain properties of cement 
such as corrosion resistance, entrainment of air, workability 
and plasticity, etc •. A·gr.eat many partially converted resins 
were then requested from the industrial manufacturers of the 
products we desired. Unfortunately, ~nly a small number of 
those requested could be secured within the time limits in 
which we were working;· these were given a complete run of 
qualitative and semi and complete quantitative tests with 
cement, sand, and water mixtures. None of the samples aecur-ed ., 
however, proved to be of substantial enough value in combination 
with cement to warrant the company1s use of the substance 
as an interground additive to their cement products. 
The field of resins and plastics is large, and we feel 
that,, if explored sufficiently, a project of considerable 
length, it offers pro:qiise of a successful conclusion to many 
of the corrosion problems encount?red in the use of concrete. 
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